In this manuscript we have computed third Zagreb index, first Zagreb polynomial, second Zagreb polynomial, third Zagreb polynomial, hyper Zagreb polynomial, forgotten index, forgotten polynomial, symmetric division index and symmetric division polynomial of Graphene. These quantities are based on degrees of the vertices.
INTRODUCTION
Graphene is a nanomaterial. Recently rajesh kanna and his students computed some of the topological indices of graphene 1, 2 . In this article, we have computed third zagreb index, first zagreb polynomial, second zagreb polynomial, third zagreb polynomial, hyper zagreb index, forgotten index, symmetric division index. Also we have defined hyper zagreb polynomial, forgotten polynomial and symmetric division polynomial of graphene.
Third zagreb index
Fath-tabar introduced the third zagreb index, first, second and third zagreb polynomial in 2011 as follows 3 . 
Forgotten index Definition 1. 5:
The forgotten topological index is also a degree based topological index, denoted by F(G) for simple graph G. It was encountered in 5 and defined as, Definition 1. 6: The forgotten polynomial for a graph G is defined as,
Symmetric division index
These topological indices are quite useful for determining total surface area and heat formation of some chemical compounds.
Definition 1. 7: Symmetric division index is defined as
Further, we define symmetric division polynomial as follows Proof: 2d structure of graphene is as shown in the above Fig. 1 . Assume that it contains 't' rows and 's' benzene rings in every row. The edge connecting the vertices of degree di and d j is denoted by m i,j . Let |m i,j| denotes the number of edges of the type m i,j . In 2 we can see that |m 2,2 | = (t + 4), |m 2,3 |=(4s + 2t -4) and |m 3,3 | = (3ts -2s-t-1). Case2: If t=1, In 2 we can find |m 2,2 | = 6, |m 2,3 | = (4s-4) and |m 3,3 | = (s-1) as in the following Fig. 2 below. 
Case1:

CONCLUSION
In this article we have computed general formula for third zagreb index, hyper zagreb polynomial, first zagreb polynomial, second zagreb polynomial third zagreb polynomial, forgotten index, forgotten polynomial, symmetric division index and symmetric division polynomial of graphene.
